








SA SALON SCENE
(Revision Sep 1999)

DATES

SALO FINAL SECTIONS SALON DIRECTOR
CLOSING EXHIBITION rosri

1999 - NATIONALS
Kalahan 26-Oct-1999 26-Nov-1999 T-Dec-1999 er nFOll_ Theo Kleinhans APSSA

• Nature PO Box 828
Zoology Kathu

• Nature 8446
Botanical/Geo Tel (W)053 739 2263
graphical Tel (H)053 723 1558

• Pictorial

2000 NATIONALS
A.F.O. 21-Jan-2000 29-Feb-200 Slides/Prints IFanus Weldhagen

Tel (W)102 808 0857
Tel (H)012 808 0490

Bloemfontein 16-Mar-2000 23-Apr-2000 Slides only Prof Nico Ligthelm
Tel (W)051 401 2125

[Vanderbijlpark 8-May-2000 16-Jun-2UUU I Slides only [Tom Prins
Tel (W)016 889 7121
Tel (H)016 9 322 701

Edenvale 30-Jun-2000 9-Aug-2000 I Slides only [Sadie Glibbery
Tel (H)011 822 3249
Cell 082 452 5099

1999 - INTERNATIONAL
SA International 16-0ct-1999 8-Nov-1999 27-Nov-1999 SLIDES Dr David Benn APSSA

• Pictorial PO Box6444
• Nature Benmore
• PJ 2010
PRINTS
• Colour
• Monochrome
• Nature

NOTE TO SALON DIRECTORS:
PSSA standards on salons require that:
1. Applications by clubs to PSSA to present a PSSA patronage salon should be in writing on the
prescribed PSSA form.
2. Application forms should be submitted 6 months before the intended closing date to ensure efficient
and orderly scheduling of all salons.
3. Contact the PSSA Salon Co-Ordinator (Johan Botha (011)475-3138(h) or (011)889-7611 (w)) for
application forms, etc.

45th PSSA AGM
THE PHOTOGRAPHIC

SOCIETYOF SOUTHERN
AFRICA

Incorporated_Association
Not for Gain.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
THAT THE 45'% ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING OF THE

SOCIETY WILL BE HELD AT
THE RIVIERA HOTEL,
VELDDRIF, WESTERN
CAPE, ON THURSDAY 14
OCTOBER 1999, AT 14h00.
This notice is a reminder to
members. Notice, in terms
of the Society's Articles of
Association was given by
the inclusion of a loose leaf
circular with the August
1999 issue of Image.

The Agenda and Proxy
Form were also included.
Please note that Pam Smith
will only be able to receive
proxy forms at the PSSA
Office until Saturday, 9
October 1999. Thereafter
arrangements must be
made to hand them to her at
Congress by 14h00 on 13
October 1999.
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PSSA ANNUAL CONGRESS &
WILDLIFE CONVENTION

REPORT

In addition to the main PSSA
congress and convention each
year there are various regional
congresses and it is hoped that
these can be tabled by this
division in the future to ensure
continuity and prevent
overlapping. The regional
congresses have always been
very well supported by the local
members and will now be even
more important in that regional
directors will be elected at
these congresses.

August saw the culmination of
the biggest ever convention run
under the auspices of the
PSSA, the 11th Wildlife
Convention run as the 1st
International Wildlife and
Photographic Convention.
Many years of hard work went
into the organising and running
of this convention under the
able leadership of David Moore,
congratulations to David and
his entire Committee and all
who assisted. The Convention
was a great success and
offered our members a once in
a lifetime opportunity to view
work and hear lectures by world
renowned speakers.

The 12th Wildlife Convention is
retaining its International
flavour, though not on quite
such a large scale, and will be
held in Zimbabwe. Once again
an exciting programme is being
planned and members are
encouraged to attend. The
dates are set for 21-23 May
2000.

Swartland Photographic
Society are proving to the
larger clubs that a small band
of hard workers can run a
congress and plans are well
advanced for what promises to
be a very enjoyable week in
Velddrif .

CCJ have taken up the
challenge for 2000 and are
hard at work planning
something that is sure to
stimulate the mind.

In order to make these
events worthwhile, support
by our members is very
important, not only for the
organisers but for our
sponsors, without whom
none of this would be
possible. Start planning your
leave now, 2000 promises to
be a very exciting
photographic year, make
sure you are part of it.

We are always looking for
clubs to run congresses and
conventions, anyone
interested should call for
further information.

JILL SNEESBY Hon
FPSSA, FPSSA(Dux),
MPSSA
BARRIE WILKINS Hon
MPSSA, FPSSA(Dux), Hon
FRPS,FPSA

---0O0---

HONOURS & AWARDS
DIVISION

The Honours and Awards
division has had a very
active year with an excellent
entry being received in most
categories. As usual print
entries were lower than
slides but the success rate
far exceeded that of the
slide applicants, this can
possibly be attributed to the
amount of preparation
involved in presenting a print
panel which means that
applicants ensure that their
panels are Up to Standard
before applying.

There is still the problem that
panels are submitted that do
not succeed and applicants
are advised that the Salon
Circuit is an excellent way of
determining whether their

work is of the required
standard. There are always
going to be regional biases
and salons will give a good
indication of judging trends.

The average success rate in
slides remained at 36% with
successful applications for the
LPSSA, APSSA and FPSSA
differing only by a few
percentage points.

In both prints and slides the
LPSSA proved to be a
welcome introduction, there
were 18 applications for a
LPSSA in slides and 5 in
prints. We have introduced a
LPSSA open judging session
at congress and have
received 6 applications, these
will be judged by a panel who
will offer advice and
applicants will be advised
immediately of their results.

The introduction of honours
for Visual Arts has been
extremely popular as
evidenced by the large
number of applications
received. 2 x LPSSA (1
prints, 1 slides), 23 x APSSA
(5 prints, 4 AV's, 14 Slides).
This judging session, also at
congress, will be open to the
public and comments and
results will be given at the
event.

In additional to the Visual Arts
Audio-Visual applications we
have received a further 2
APSSA and 3 FPSSA
applications all of which will
also be judged at congress.
The congress judging session
is obviously going to be a long
one and has been spread
over two days.

Once again there were no
applications for Honours in
Video/Motion picture 
hopefully that will change now
that we have an enthusiastic
team of Bridgette Pacy-Tootel
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Salon Report
national salons (Florida,
Ermelo, Edenvale, Hoeveld,
Kalahari, AFO, Bloemfontein
V/D Bijl and Edenvale) and
one International (SA
International).
Clubs reacted overwhelmingly
to my limited marketing
campaign. THANK YOU
CLUBS AND SALON
DIRECTORS; YOU MAKE
PSSA.

PSSA is on the Internet as
from the beginning of August
1998 with our own website
(http:/www.pssa.co.za) and a
special salon section. This
allows salon participants to
get most salon entry forms
and most salon results from
the web. It proved to be quite
popular and successful.

All salon related
documentation are also
available on the Internet which
include::

PSSA Salon Standards/
Requirements
PSSA Guidelines for
Running a Salon
PSSA Salon Application
Form
PSSA Guidelines to
Evaluate Salon Efficiency
(Form)
PSSA Definitions (Salon
categories etc)

I also communicate to PSSA
members through a frequent
column in Image ("SA Salon
Scene") which informs the
readers on movements/
activities on the SA Salon
Scene.
Where I cannot evaluate
salon efficiency myself, a
PSSA representative is
appointed to fulfil! this
function. Salons are rated
according to a Star rating
system as from 1 July 1998 in
order to distinguish better run

salon from poorer run salons.
Other exciting, salon related,
highlights include:

The Youth (Schools) salon
The newcomer clubs
offering salons (Eg
Bethlehem, Kalahari/Kathu
and others)
The Salon Circuit concept
(KODAK)
Increasing number of Print
Only salons
Some clubs presenting
salons every year (Eg
Edenvale and AFO)
Forthcoming prestigeous
PSSA salon
Limitation of a specific
image (or substantially
similar image), to three
salon acceptances only for
Impala Trophy purposes

I am reasonably satisfied with
the salon activities during my
two year term but are however
disappointed to report that no
progress was made to involve
more of our senior Honours
holders in Salon participation.

I trust that most of the PSSA
members enjoy benefits from
the salon division.

Ek vertrou ook dat my
opvolger die Salon Afdeling
net so sal geniet as as wat dit
met my die geval was.

Johan J Botha FPSSA,
ARPS, AFIAP, AAPS
PSSA SALON
COORDINATOR

---0O0--
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Annual Report 1998/1999

The committee comprises:
Chairman - Reg Ansell
DetlefBasel, Johan Botha, Terry
Carew, Lindsay Duly, Geoff
Ortlepp, Derek Pearman, Cor
Rademeyer.

We started the year with a
refurbishing of our Committee
Room carried out by ourselves,

which created a lighter and
more airy feeling.

The wall now carries a framed
tribute to Vic Goodwin and all
the ribbonshe gained for PSSA
with Image in the PSA
Magazine competition. It also
carries a magnificent wooden
carving of the PSSA Badge
made by Wim Fisser.

There have been some notable
milestones during the year,
achieved by individual
members of the committee
which deserve mention:

Cor Rademeyer, Print Division
and the Print Seminar, Johan
Botha Salon Co-ordinator,
Derek Pearman PRO. Detlef
Basel togetherwith Sue Jewell
with the Schools Salon.

The whole committee have
worked well though
unfortunately some private
affairs have prevented some
one or two people from doing
all they would have like to.

The Executive thanks those
Directors who maintained
excellent contactwith help and
advice.

Finally our thanks to PamSmith
for her hard work in co
ordinating the Society's
business affairs.

We have not had an easy year
but the hard work and
enthusiasm will be evident in
the developments of the
Regional Director system in the
new year.

Reg Ansell Hon FPSSA
EPSSA

---0O0--

PRINT DIVISION
Digital photography is an
integral part of photography
and probably the technical
means by which most images
will be produced in the future.
Whereas the majority of
commercial printsare produced
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Print Division
digitally, most slides are
produced in the traditional way
i.e. chemically. The impact of
the digital era on the printmedia
has been much greater than its
impact on slides. As can be
expected when such a
significant shift in methodology
takes place, the rules controlling
competitions and salons need
to be amended. This caused
much debate and even
uncertainty amongst our print
workers.

A questionnaire was sent to
selected printworkers whowere
invited to express their opinions
on the various aspects of print
photography. The emphasis of
the questionnaire was placed
on digitally produced prints and
how PSSA rules should be
reshaped to accommodate this
exciting medium. From the
response, it became obvious,
that there is a great deal of
interest in the subject and two
clearly defined schools of
thought were identified.
Consequently, all PSSA
members were invited to a
seminar. Lively discussion was
the order of the day indicating a
real interest to obtain clarity
about the "print rules". A report
on this seminar appeared in
Image. The Board discussed
the matter at length during its
meeting atthe Willem Pretorius
Game Reserve. Taking into
accountthe fact thatPSSA rules
should be in line with modem
trends and technical
developments and that most
photographic material will be
digitally produced in the future,
a set of rules was adopted. An
outline of these appeared in
Image. These rules will be in
effect as from the
commencement of the new
Impala Trophy competition. I
believe that this set of rules is in
stepwith modern trends without

following the rest of the world
blindly.

Cor Rademeyer APSSA

---0O0---

PUBLIC RELATIONS DIVISION

As would have been noted by
the readers of Image, many new
adverts have appeared in the
past year since I took over this
portfolio. The revenue gained
has assisted the Society in
publishing Imagemagazine. We
request PSSA members to
please support these
advertisers.

Many and varied Public
Relations actions were carried
outduring the year, all attracting
attention and awareness to
PSSA, Clubs and their activities
and personal assistance to
photographers by way of
lectures. Two major actions
proved very successful and
brought about an increase in
membership. During the
SAPITA Photographic & Digital
Exhibition at Sandton Sun from
30 July to 1 August 1999,
FUJIFILM erected a special
stand for PSSA to have a
professional platform to sell
PSSA to a committed market 
twelve and a half thousand
people visited the show during
this period. At the International
Wildlife Convention in Kruger
Park from 9-14 August 1999,
FUJIFILMalso created a special
area on their exhibition area,
and once again with benefits to
PSSA. We thank FUJIFILM for
this privilege and placing PSSA
on a professional Exhibition to
share its vision for
photographers.

Both SASOL and FUJIFILM
supported PSSA in a Schools
Exhibition where once again a
tremendous awareness of our
Societywas gained by hopefully
our newmembers of the future.
These and many actions were
all in supportofthe membership

drive within PSSA.

Cl Magazine assisted further
with our aims by publishing bi
monthly a Camera club portfolio
to highlight their aims and
improve membership. PSSA
had its first ever professional
advert, which runs for a year,
also carried by Cl Magazine.
We thank the Editor Rob Scott
and FUJIFILM farthis wonderful
support to photography.

A strategy is in place for mini
adverts where PSSA business
people can advertise their
business and we trust will gain
the support from mebers.
Dealing with fellow members
must be a win-win situation.

This Division has placed many
strategies in the field to assist
both PSSA and clubs to improve
awareness and increase
attention to their photographic
visiion and aims. I thank both
members and the PSSA Board
for allowing the PRO Division a
total go ahead in all matters and
support in all these actions for
the good of photography.

Derek Pearman Hon FPSSA
FPSSA

---0Q0--

REGALIA DIVISION
The year's sales reflect the
Salon activity which has been
up, thanks to the work Johan
Botha has done.
Diamond Ratings also reflect
the Salon activity, resulting in
people gaining salon
acceptances and so gaining
higher ratings.
Unfortunately the Rand/Dollar
exchange has had an adverse
effect on slide mask prices, but
the local ones filled the gap.
We anticipate being able to help
members obtain Gepe Mounts
in the near future which should
certainly be ofassistance.
RegAnsell Hon FPSSAEPSSA
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Annual Reports PSSAWEBSITE

AUDIO-VISUAL DIVISION

About PSSA's presence on the Internet

It is now a year since the PSSA
websites went live to the world. As

The articles on these pages are the
individual opinions of the authors,
whose e-mail addresses are "linked"
to allow visitors to the website easy
access to send their comments and
replies. The PSSAwebsite contains a
complete online version of the
Standards Handbook, which will be
updated on a continual basis, as well
as useful listings and links to the PSSA
affiliated Clubs and e-mail addresses
for all members who have registered.
Keep an eye on the News pageswhere
information aboutforthcoming events,
details about site updates and other
useful information will be posted.

Let us know what you think by e-
ma i Ii ng the webmaster
bhelps@ntime.co.za.

Bruce Helps

One of my first projects was to clean
up the content and try to improve
download times, which (given the
interruptions of work) is now nearing
completion and we are starting to see
updates in content filtering through.
The latest significant addition, which
we hope will be valuable to our
members is the storyboard. This is a
form where members can submit
articles (via the webmaster) to share
with our members and the world.

Two newsletters have been
published for members and a lot
of information has been
exchanged. We have details of
suppliers of equipment available
and any membercan contact the
Division with queries orproblems
which we will try to solve.
The 1998 Audio-Visual
Competition took place at
Congress in East London and
had a good entry. This year's
competition is scheduled for
Velddrif and we are looking
forward to a record entry.
Audio-Visual has been included
on the Congress programme and
we hope theworkshopswill attract
a lot of interest.
For the future, I hope to set up a
Audio-Visual Congress as soon
as possible where we can
dedicate the whole time to A-V.
Gert Lamprecht

This year has been one of with all new things, we have had a few
consolidation fortheA-V Division. interesting things to learn and continue
I have set up a list of members to do so.
who are interested in Audio-Visual
work and am very pleased to
report that there are over 33
members' names on the list.
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ShriekingPeanut
With the boundaries between art and
photography slowly dissolving we are moving
into a different genre.

A new generation of"artists• who are exploring
and defining those zones, is emerging. Some
of them succeed in dealing with photography
as painting or drawing with light, with images
communicating subtle messages to the viewer.
Others are overtly testing the limits of visual
art. No longer concerned with showing any
sensitivity to, or understanding of light, variety
of techiques or subject matter, the focus seems
to have shifted to offensive documentary,
tribadic and/or trashy computer-manipulated
images. It can no longer be considered art or
"making a statement". It does not belong on a
screen or a gallery wall. The boundaries of
discretion are overstepped, making a mockery
of photography, visual arts and what it stands
for.

Photography is fast becoming a differen
masquarade, serving the interests of othe
practices. I quote Dorothea Lange:

"Ours is a time of the machine, and ours is
time to know that the machine can be put t
creative human effort. Ifit is not, themachin
can destroy us. It is within the power of th
photographer to helpprohibit this destruction,
andhelpmake themachine an agent more o
good than of evil. Though not a poet, nor a
painter, nor a composer, he is yet an artist,
and as an artist undertakes not only risks bu
responsibility. And it is with responsibility tha
both the photographer and his machine are
brought to the ultimate tests. His machine
must prove that it can be endowed with the
passionandthehumanityofthephotographer,
the photographermust prove that he has the
passionandthehumanitywith which toendow
the machine."

Enough said!

Adri van Oudheusden APSSA

News from the Internet

The Internet means different things to different
people. Its a great playground with games for
Africa to suit every taste. Some like it for the
chance it offers of meeting people, whether just
to chat, to exchange thoughts and ideas, or to
expand their scope on the romantic roller-coaster.

For the technically minded, there's more
information out there than in any single building
in the world, except perhaps Microsoft
headquarters.

If you're into wildlife, try Africam, a site dedicated
to the appreciation of our fauna. Cameras are set
up at key sites throughout the world, mainly at
waterholes, They even had a live camera at the
Tuli elephant camp. You can access these
cameras at any time of the day or night for real
time on-site experiences. Africam also gives you
great editorial comment on what's happening,
and even has a regularly updated story from the
bush. the latest development is a CAM underwater
at the Aliwal shoal, SA's prime Ragged Tooth
shark site. Try it!

18

TheAgfa WildlifeAwards, both conservation and
photographic, can also be found at this website.

Access them at either their North American base:

http://www.africam.com

or their African site at:

http://www.africam.co.za

While we're on the subject of wildlife, try these
great sites:
http://www.wildnetafrica.com/ (For all things
"Bushy")

http_//yyy_ecoafrica_com/afrroute/index.htm (For
the young at heart)

http://ww _ewt_org.za/wbrc/index._html (Wildlife
Breeding Resource Centre)
http://www.wildnetafrica.com/ (Wildnet Africa ...
Up Close and Personal)

htto:/lwww.dartsafari.com/ (Don't shoot it. Dart it)
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News from the
Internet
http://www.wildlifeafrica.co.za/
africanwi ldl if egal lery. html
(African Wildlife Pictures by
Ernest Lopes

http://www.alphapharm.co.za/
african.htm (An interesting
wildlife links page)

http:_//www__tourism_co_zal
wildlife/welcome.html (The Big
Five)

That's all for this month. If you
have any favourite Internet sites
you'd like to share, please send
them to me at:

tomlally@saolcom
Till next month - Tom

Haveyou
Heard?

Sources in Botswana reveal that
the fees for all national parks in
Botswana will rise as from the
1st January 2000. The parks
having the heaviest load of
visitors (Chobe and Moremi)will
in all probability increase by
100% while those not being
utilised as much will possible
have lower increases.

Those of you who use Adobe
Photoshop 5 will be able to
upgrade your copies to version
5.0.2 by accessing their web
site at www.adobe.com. The
upgrade improves typographic,
cross program and colour
features as well as adds Colour
Management Assistant to help
users configure their colour
management settings.

PSSA will not have a national
election for Directors this year.
Instead and in recognition of

members wishes to have closer
ties with the Board of Directors,
there will be regional elections
in nine different constituencies.
Some of these directors have
already been elected. Once all
the new directors have been
appointed their names will be
announced by the President.

The PSSA web site continues
to grow and be improved. Check
out the new sections added and
read about the ongoing
controversy over the new Canon
EOS 3. Responses to this have
already been received from as
far afield as Botswana.

PSSA through its mouthpiece
IMAGE is offering an advice
service. Anyone with any
problem related to photography
or the Society can write to the
Editor and have theirquery dealt
with by an appointed specialist.
The mechanism for this service
is already in place so let's hear
from you.

THINKING
PHOTOGRAPHY
The Real Challenge

of Digital
Manipulation

Acquiring the hardware, the
software and the computer skills
to get something out of the
printer is only the beginning of
the digital manipulation
challenge. From what I have
seen both at club meetings,
salons and in photo magazines,
digital manipulation of
photographs has a long way to
go before it can rival the artistic
maturity of an excellent straight
print.

A good photographer who has
acquired an "eye" for subject

and composition is not
necessarily going to succeed at
manipulations. Apart from minor
enhancements that can "Clean
Up" a conventional
photographic image there is the
potential to go crazy with colour
and distortion. The creative
freedom of digital manipulation
is so great that it dwarfs the
artistic vision of most amateur
photographers.

Unless you have something to
say with your manipulations, I
am afraid you will be doomed to
produce flashy visual trash. The
temptation to use every trick on
the menu is so great that not to
do so seems a waste of a
valuable resource. Even an
experienced, talented and
creative photographer needs to
go through a period of artistic
adolescence characterised by
excess. Only once the whole
gamut of wonderful tricks has
ben explored and fully exploited
can the aspiring artist
photographer or digital
manipulator begin to produce
significant images.

I say give this thing a couple
more years and only then will
the really creative amongst us
prove their worth.

The major pitfalls for the
beginner manipulator are
numerous and in a few years
time, in retrospect, we will see
them for what they are with
greater wisdom. As an outsider
to this interesting development
I do not pretend to know better
but there are a few tendencies
that have struck me as being
obviously peculiar.

Images from different negatives
can be seamlessly merged but
I have yet to see a manipulated
image of this type where there
is not some telltale detail that
betrays the deception. Either
the lighting mysteriously
changes direction in mid-picture
or people hover shadowless
above the ground or an animal
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A-V DIVISION IWPC CONVENTION
(4) Equipment Wanted :
The following clubs want to
start AV's and would like to
buy AV equipment : East
London Photographic
Society, Dave Went at

PoolsOfBlue@lntekom.co.za.

The St Andrews Visual Art
Society, Sue Jewell, 057 353
4574.

OV-Kongres :Al dieOV-lede
is dit eens dat ons so gou
moontlik 'n OV-Kongres
moet hou. Tydens die
eerskomendeFVSA-kongres
sal ons 'n OV-vergadering
hou en daarna sal ek OV
lede in kennis stel. Ek gaan
poog om so 'n kongres so
goedkoop as moontlik te
maak vir lede en indien u
kan help met Borgeof idees
kontak my gerus.
OV-Lys : Kontak my so gou
moontlik as jou naam nog nie
opdieOV-lys is nie. Hoemeer
lede hoe sterker is ons hande
enjy ontvangook alle inligting
rakende die Afdeling.

FVSA Kongres '99 : Onthou
asbdieOV-lesings tydens die
Kongres. Ek sou ook graag
wou sien dat baie meer lede
deelneem aan die Jaarlikse
OV-kompetisie tydens die
kongres. Meer inligting by my
beskikbaar.

See also pages 30 and 31 of
this issue for a reprint of the
entry form for the AV
Competition. Lateentries may
be considered.
Groete,
Gert Lamprecht
051 436 3814(H) 051 401 2439 (B)
Cell 082 880 7929
lampregj@cem.nw.uovs.ac.za

Report on Darryl
Gulin

BY AMY ANSELL

Darryl presented two lectures
at the Convention. The first
on how to produce marketable
pictures and the second on
wildlife in its environment.

In the first lecture he projected
two pictures side by side and
challenged the audience to
choose the one which
publishers had preferred. The
second lecture stressed that
wildlife pictures need not fill
the whole frame with the
animal or bird, it is often better
to zoom back and show an
animal in its environment
taking up a small part of the
format. Darryl stressed that
often a 100mm lens can
produce as good a picture as
larger lenses. He produced
some stunning silhouettes of
small moose and elk against
magnificent snowy
mountains. He showed close
ups of animals and then small
animals in their vast
surroundings.

Both have a place in wildlife
photography. It was
interesting to see that at a
time when long focal length
lenses are becoming very
heavy and expensive, Darryl
stressed that some of his most
successful nature pictures
were taken with hand-held
light lenses.

This was Darryl's second visit
to a South African Congress
and he made a most
successful encore.

Lectures by
Heather Angel
BY REG ANSELL

"Oh to be in Kruger now that
Spring is here" (with apologies
to William Wordsworth).
Amy and I stayed on in Kruger
Park after the Wildlife
Convention. I am sure that had
Heather stayed as well she
would have appreciated the
change in the Park in such a
short time.
From Winter when .we arrived,
thePark changed tomany tones
of green and russet leaves, also
the Yellowand Cream flowering
trees and the crinum lilies by
the time we left.
Heather's fourlectures certainly
showed her origins as a marine
biologist and thereby herartistic
appreciation of detail.
Those who missed her Flowers
lecture missed an exciting
representation ranging from the
scientific to thedifferential focus
and digital manipulation of
design. Yes, the full range that
afertile imaginationcanproduce
with the delicacy of a woman's
eye.
The lecture on Panda Bears
was also interesting to the
botanist as we saw a lot of the
habitat in their sanctuaries.
Heather made no apologies for
photographing thePanda Bears
in these sanctuaries. The wild
areas can have all the bamboo,
the staple diet of the Panda,
flowering and subsequently
dying, in a short space of time.
The Pandas are prevented from
migrating to new pastures as
they had done in times gone by
because of the encroachment
of man.
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN AFRICA
REGALIA DIVISION
Tel: (011)421-0992

ORDER FORM

PO BOX 17073
BENONIWEST
1503

UNIT QUANTITY TOTAL

PRICE REQUIRED PRICE

PSSABADGE R17.00

PSSA BLAZER POCKET BADGE R28.00

PSSA APSSAFPSSA BLAZER BADGE R30.00

* INFINITY BADGE R16.50

• BLUE INFINITY TIE R33.50

SLIDE POSTAL BOX (Holds 4) R11.00

SLIDE POSTAL BOX (Holds 6) R12.00

SLIDE POSTAL BOX (Holds 12) R13.00

ERIE SLIDE MASK SELECTOR R25.00

ERIE SLIDE MASKS (20 HALVES PER PACKET) R13.00

CHARFIN SLIDE MASKS (20 HALVES P/PACKET) R8.00

SEPE ANTINEWTON SLIDE MOUNTS (20) R47.00

HOW TO TAKE EXCELLENT PHOTOS" <Text book) R100.00

"HOE OM PUIK FOTOS TE NEEM' (Handboek) R100.00

BOOKLET -'PHOTO-JOURNALISM' RA.O0

BOOKLET -'FOKUS OP TROUFOTO'S' R4.00

BOOKLET - 'PORTRAITURE FOR BEGINNERS' R4.00

BOOKLET -'BUILD A FLASHMETER' R4.00

FOCUS ON WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY R4.00

ALUMINIUM SLIDE MOUNTING TAPE 1/2"

PRICE ON APPLICATION

TOTAL VALUE OF CHEQUE

• = CLUB ORDERS ONLY

FULL NAME:

ADDRESS:



IWPC - HeatherAngel
The lecture on Winter Magic
painted a picture so different to
whatweare used to. The images
were most interesting viewed in
the warmth of Kruger Park.

Anotherfacet of this Convention
I found interesting, was the
difference in the delivery styles
of the lecturers when comparing
the English to the Americans.

Report on George
Lepp

BY GEOFF ORTLEPP

The four overseas
photographers featured in the
Convention programme share
many common characteristics.
They concentrate on natural
subjects full time and
independently supply huge
stock libraries. They produce
books, calendars and articles
for magazines as well as
lecturing and teaching at
workshops. Altogether a far cry
from the low-key part time
amateur pursuits of club
photographers.

George Lepp stands out as
being at the very forefront of
Canon and Kodak photo
technology. His two lectures
were charged with information
on cameras, lenses, films and
digital equipment. He uses a
Kodak digital projector hooked
up to a lap-top computer with
lecture programs prepared from
digitised original images on
transparency or colour negative
film. The screen output from the
projector is slick, fast and
punctuated with elaborate, if
distracting, page-turning
devices. However, the images,
though sharp, are flat and
lacking the luminescence of the
traditional club projector.

In his lecture on the "use of
flash and extreme techniques
in nature", George showed a

long range flashlight fitted to a
Canon EOS3 camera and f4
500mm IS (image stabiliser)
lens. The flash simply consists
of a Canon high-powered flash
unit fitted with a snood
containing a Fresnel lens and it
produces a beam approximating
the angle of view of a 300mm
lens. Under daylight conditions
it has sufficient intensity to
provide shadow fill-in and eye
highlights at 300mm range.

George is clearly enamoured
with Canon products and he
considers the two new image
stabiliser lenses, the 100
400mm zoom and the
lightweight f4 500mm to be a
revolutionary advance in
equipment for wildlife
photographers. Both lenses
retain Canon's legendary auto
focus capability even with the
2X extender when used with
the new EOS3 camera, also in
the forefront of camera
technology.

On maximising the quality of
nature photography the topic of
his second lecture, George
discussed the pros and cons of
camera equipment,
presentation media and output
techniques.

He is strong on the use of tripods
and image stabiliser lenses for
maximum image sharpness. His
loyalty is divided between Fuji
and Kodak films, for high colour
Ektachrome 100VS and Fuji
Velvia; for general capture
Ektachrome 100S and Fuji
Provia and for extra speed
Kodachrome 100S and
Fujichrome 100/1000. Digital
output is used to clear and
improve the quality of images.
George prefers to maintain the
original look allowing himself to
slightly improve but not to
change the colour and to
sharpen slightly to make up for
the loss of definition in scanning.

George concluded by

recounting the trials of
marketing stock images, a major
source of income. He recently
changed libraries, withdrawing
his entire stock from his long
term agentto find that only some
30 of the 100 000 images were
acceptable to his newly chosen
marketer, such is the intensity
of the build-up in competition in
recent times. Emphasising the
problem fellow lecturer Darryl
Gulin remarked "to compete with
the flood of Serengeti lion
images you will need to get a
shot of one riding a bicycle!"

The long-range flash and image
stabiliser lenses will be of much
interest to our own wildlife
specialists, but as for technical
excellence of wildlife images
George Lepp revealed nothing
that would inspire our local
experts. For loads of additional
technical information, check
George's website:
www.leppphoto.com

NORTH-EASTERN
REGIONAL CONGRESS

7-9 AUGUST '99
MAGOEBASKLOOF

AMY ANSELL REPORTS

72 Delegates enjoyed glorious
weather and a most informative
programme over the long
weekend.
The Magoebaskloof venue gave
us marvellous scenic shots of
early morning mist, tea
plantations, cherry blossoms
and azaleas. The cherry
blossom was approximately 7
weeks early this year but
"Cheerio Halt" was in full flower.

Willem Oets presented a most
entertaining programme of A
V's while Guy Palmer showed
us the eco-system of the
Sperregebied between the
Orange River and Luderitz in
Namibia. Nicole Palmer gave a
series of lectures on design,
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN AFRICA
PO BOX 370 EDENVALE 1610

MEMBERSHIP
Membership of The Photographic Society of Southern Africa is open to anyone interested in the art
and science of photography.
There are four classes of membership: Ort:finary(lndividual). Joint(Family, Husband&Wife, Father
& Scholar child), Student (Fulltime students 18-25 years) and Life.

A membership Application Form and Subscriptions information for the year ending 30 June 2000
will be found earlier in this issue.
Board of Directors
President: M B WikNs Ho MPSSA FPSSA(Dux) Ho FRPS FPSA, PO Box 5060, Walmer 6065

Phone H(041)581-1738, W(041)581-1214, Fax (041)581-1217
Vice-President: MR RGAs HoN FPSSAEPSSA, PO Box 17073, BenoniWest 1503-Phone/Fax (011)421-0992
Vice-President: MR OT PeARMAN Ho FPSSA FPSSA, PO Box 12418, Aston Manor 1630 - Phone/Fax H(011)391
5191 W(011)444-4415

Directors
MR DG BASEL APSSA, PO Box 73056, Lynnwood Ridge 0040 - Phone H(012)804-8404
MR D BEzuIeNour APSSA, PO Box 13774, Leraatsfontein 1038 - Phone H(0135)7-0925, B 083 702 4113
DR J BoTHA FPSSA ARPS AAPS AFIAP, PO Box 6331, Weltevreden Park 1715 - Phone H(011)475-3138,
W(011)889-7611
MR TG CAREW FPSSA, PO Box 206, Germiston 1400 - Phone W(011)828-9907, Cell 082 452 9129
Mrs L Duy APSSA, 3 Kirstein Ave, Highway Gardens 1609 - Phone H(011 )609-4214, W(011)329-4800
Ms S Jeweu FPSSA, PO Box¥ 14, Welkom 9460 -Phone H(057)353-4574
PaoGJ LAMPREcr APSSA, PO Box 28069, Danhof 9310 - Phone H(051)436-2814
MR M LEEMAN, PO Box 37258, OVerport 4067 - Phone H(031)23-5575, Cell 083 448 2820
M PBW MRAIS APSSA, PO Box 1414, Hermanus 7200 - Phone H(0283)2-3357
Por C RADE»EYER APSSA, Marijastraat 141, Wonderboom, Pretoria 0182 - Phone H(012)567-4820
MR FJ Reves FPSSA(Dux) EPSSA, PO Box 56, Witkoppen 2068 - Phone H(011)465-7661
M,ss J SNEESBY HON FPSSA MPSSA FPSSA(Dux), PO Box 5060, Walmer 6065 - Phone W()41)581-1214
H(041)581-1853
MR E WessEs APSSA, 36 Stafford Street, Westdene, Johannesburg 2092 - Cell 082 882 4953

Chairmen of Divisions/Voorsitters van Afdelinqs:
Archives: MR L LucKHOFF HON PSSA APSSA, 135 Howard Avenue, Benoni 1500 - Phone H(011)421-2788
Audio-Visual: PROF GJ LAMPRECHT APSSA (See Directors above)
A-V Library/O-V Biblioteek: Mrs L DuAPSSA (See Directors above)
Congress/ConventionCo-ordinators:M BWkNs HoMPSSA FPSSA(Dux) HoN FRPS FPSA&Miss J SssY
Ho FPSSA MPSSA FPSSA(Dux) (See President & Directors above)
Executive Committee/Uitvoerendekomitee: MR R ANsELL HoN FPSSA EPSSA (See Vice-President above)
FIAP Representative: Mss J SEsY Hok FPSSA MPSSA FPSSA(Dux) (See Directors above)
Handbook Co-ordinator:MR D BEzu1DENHOUT APSSA AFIAP (See Directors above)
Honours & Awards/Ere Toekennings: M BWkNs HON MPSSA FPSSA(Dux) Hok FRPS FPSA (See President
above)
International Competitions: MR D BEzu1DENHOUT APSSA AFIAP (See Directors above)
Visual Arts Division: MR A CARSTENS APSSA ARPS, PO Box 1262, Stellenbosch 7599 - Phone H(021)886-5330
Pring Division: PROF C RADEMEYER APSSA (See Directors above)
Public Relations Officer/Skakelkomitee: MR D PEARMAN HoN FPSSA FPSSA (See Vice-President above)
Regalia Division: MR R ANSELL HoN FPSSA EPSSA (See Vice-President above}
Salon Co-ordinator/Salon Koordinaat: DR JJ BoTHA FPSSA ARPS AAPS AFIAP (See Directors above)
Transparency Division: MRs L DuLY APSSA (See Directors above)
Treasurer/Tesorier: MR E MARA1s APSSA, PO Box 3, Selebi-Phikwe, Botswana - Phone H(09267)810 575
Video Division: MR O RADFORD APSSA, 5 Miller Street, Calitzdorp 6660 - Phone H(04437)3-3557
Website Master: MR B HEePs, 157 Pretoria Road, Rynfield, Benoni 1501 - Phone H(011)425-5137
Website Register Co-Ordinator: MR T LALLY APSSA, PO box 24113, Hillary 4024- Phone H(031)4467-62
Youth Division: Ms S JEwu FPSSA (See Directors above)
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